Most studies of Galois connections begin with a function and ask the question: when is there a second function that is connected to the rst? In possibly the very rst application of Galois connections directly related to the modern digital computer, Hartmanis and Stearns posed a subtly di erent question, namely: when does a relation de ne two functions that are Galois connected? Such a relation they called a \pair algebra". In this paper we derive a general, necessary and su cient condition for a relation between complete posets to de ne a Galois connection between the posets. We also give several examples of pair algebras illustrating why this seemingly forgotten notion is relevant to the science of computing.
Introduction
Over a period of many years it has become clear that Galois connections play an important role in the science of computing. The name \Galois connection" is derived, of course, from Evariste Galois' analysis in 1832 of necessary and su cient conditions for a polynomial equation to be solvable by radicals. The Galois correspondence is a correspondence between eld extensions and groups (see, for example, 16]). The general notion of a Galois connection was introduced by Oystein Ore in 1944 15] .
Since Ore's introduction of the general notion, Galois connections have been used in many contexts, although often without speci c reference to the notion. Examples include Lambek's analysis of sentence structure 12], Conway's \factors" 2] in the context of regular algebra, Hoare and He's \weakest prespeci cations" 10] and Feijen's discussion of the properties of maxima 5]. Since the eighties, however, the notion has become part of the everyday vocabulary of many computing scientists and its use is becoming more explicit.
In the eld of abstract interpretation of computer programs Cousot and Cousot 3] The very rst time that the notion of a Galois connection was applied to a problem directly related to the modern digital computer is possibly Hartmanis and Stearns' analysis of the state assignment problem rst published in 1964 7] . At the time of their original work, Hartmanis and Stearns were unaware of the notion of a Galois connection. They introduced the notion of a \pair algebra" and then, without explicitly referencing the notion of a Galois connection, showed that every pair algebra de nes a Galois connection. In addition, they discovered for themselves many of the abstract properties of Galois connections. Some time later, however, they had become aware of the notion | a cryptic bibliographical note at the end of the chapter on \pair algebras" in their book 8] states: \For related mathematical concepts, see the discussion of Galois connections between partially ordered sets in 3]", the reference \ 3]" being to Birkho 's text on Lattice Theory 1].
In spite of the fact that many of the properties of \pair algebras" presented by Hartmanis and Stearns were rediscoveries of known properties of Galois connections, the notion of \pair algebra" did involve a novel element which, to this day, seems to have been ignored in the literature on Galois connections. The purpose of this paper is to explicate that novel element, and point out several examples.
A Galois connection relates two functions. Typically, therefore, studies of Galois connections begin with a function and ask the question: when is there a second function that is connected to the rst? The novelty in Hartmanis and Stearns' work is that they did not begin with a function, but with a relation. The question they asked is: when does a relation de ne two functions that are Galois connected? Such a relation they called a \pair algebra".
Hartmanis and Stearns limited their analysis to nite, complete posets. Moreover, their analysis was less general than is strictly possible. In this paper we derive a general, necessary and su cient condition for a relation between complete posets to de ne a Galois connection between the posets. Several elementary and more advanced examples conclude the paper.
Existence Theorem
This section includes the main technical results of the paper. We begin with a precise statement of the question we want to explore. The viewpoint is di erent from Hartmanis and Stearns' since we assume that the importance of being able to identify a Galois connection is already well understood. The main theorem is theorem 9 in which we e ectively derive the general de nition of a \pair algebra". Subsequently this theorem is specialised to the problem of deriving a necessary and su cient condition for a function to be an \adjoint" function in a Galois connection. (The latter condition is, of course, well-known. Our purpose is just to show how this theorem is a simple consequence of the pair algebra theorem.)
Another application is the (equally well-known) theorem that a poset is complete if and only if it is cocomplete.
For completeness we include all necessary de nitions. Galois connections are de ned in section 2.1; in ma and related notions are de ned in section 2.3, and their duals in section 2.5. The second is the dual of the rst: given relation R , what is a necessary and su cient condition that there exist a function G such that (x; y) 2R x G:y ?
The Question
The conjunction of these two conditions is a necessary and su cient condition for a given relation R to de ne a Galois connection. Such a relation is called a pair algebra. 1 The pair (A; v) is a poset if v is a binary relation on A that is re exive (i.e. x vx for all x ), transitive (i.e. x vy^y vz ) x vz for all x , y and z ) and antisymmetric (i.e. x vy^y vx ) x = y for all x and y .
Least Elements
We begin with the rst of the questions raised above. In order to simplify our analysis let us rst make an abstraction step. We are required to nd |for each x | a value F:x such that (x; y) 2R F:x vy . Suppose we x x and hide the dependence on x . Then the problem becomes one of determining for a given predicate p necessary and su cient conditions guaranteeing that p:y a vy (2) for some a . If we can solve this simpli ed problem then we have also solved our original problem by de ning p:y to be (x; y) 2R and F:x to be a .
It is easy to identify a necessary condition for (2) The least element satisfying a given property (if it exists) is characterised by two properties. First, it itself satis es the property and, second, it is the \in mum" of all values satisfying the property. Let us introduce the de nition of in mum in its full generality.
In ma and Their Preservation
We have occasion to use the notation hx::Ei to denote the function that maps x to the value denoted by expression E . Here the domain of the function is understood from the context. We also write hx:p:Ei where p is some Boolean valued expression if we want to restrict the domain of a function to arguments satisfying a property p . For example, hx: a vx: xi denotes the identity function on that subset of some implicitly understood poset A consisting of all elements that are at least the element a . Function application is denoted by an in x dot in the case that an identi er is used to denote the function, and by juxtaposition if a symbol is used. 2 A poset that is complete can be shown to be a lattice and is thus the term complete lattice is often used. Completeness of a poset should not be confused with the notion in the computing science literature of a cpo |short for complete partial order| where cocompleteness is required for directed sets. 
The de nition of inf-preserving does not require that A be complete. If that is the case, and we abuse notation by using u to denote the in mum operator for both A and B , then f 2A B is inf-preserving if for all functions g with range B f:(ug) = u(f g) :
(5) (Here f g is, of course, the composition of f after g .) Although more complicated, we choose to use (4) rather than (5) because its form is closer to the statement of our original problem.
By turning the orderings around we obtain, in the usual way, the dual notions of supremum, cocomplete and sup-preserving. We will return to these dual notions later.
A predicate is a function with range Bool , the two-element set with elements true and false . Ordering Bool by implication ( )) the in mum of a (monotonic) predicate p is the universal quanti cation 8p (that is 8hx::p:xi ). Also, instantiating the de nition of inf-preserving and simplifying using true )and false )q true , one easily obtains that, for predicate p , p is inf-preserving 8hg:: p:(ug) 8hx::p:(g:x)ii : (6) It is easy to establish that an inf-preserving predicate is monotonic. For suppose g 0 vg 1 . Then the function g with domain the poset f0;1g ordered by 0 1 has in mum g 0 . Another application of theorem 9 is the fundamental theorem on the existence of an adjoint to a given function:
Theorem 11 ( 
The following theorem is of fundamental importance. It is of particular interest here because it is an immediate corollary of theorem 9.
Theorem 13 A partially ordered set is complete if and only if it is cocomplete. Proof Suppose A is a complete poset. Let u denote the in mum operator for A. We use theorem 9 to show that A is cocomplete.
Consider the relation R between the set of functions with range A and A de ned by (f; a) 2R 8hb:: f:b vai : Then, applying theorem 9, there is a function t satisfying (12) if and only if the predicate ha:: (f; a) 2Ri is inf-preserving. We verify that this is indeed the case as follows:
ha:: (f; a) 2Ri is inf-preserving f de nition of inf-preserving: (6) with By continuing the dualisation process begun in section 2.5 we obtain a dual to theorem 9 and a solution to our original problem.
Recall that the predicate hy:: (x; y) 2Ri is inf-preserving if and only if 8hx; f :: (x; u:f)2R 8hz::(x; f:z) 2Rii : (14) Dually, the predicate hx:: (x; y) 2Ri is sup-preserving if and only if 8hy; f :: (t:f; y) 2R 8hz::(f:z; y) 2Rii : (15) A relation R that satis es both (14) and (15) is called a pair algebra. If R is a pair algebra then, by theorem 9 and its dual, the functions F and G de ned by F:x = uhy:(x; y) 2R:yi and G:y = thx:(x; y) 2R:xi form a Galois connection between the two posets. This theorem we call the pair algebra theorem. In this section we discuss several instances of the pair algebra theorem.
Concept Lattices
A common way to de ne a pair algebra is to take a function or relation and extend it to a relation between sets in such a way that the in mum and supremum preserving properties are automatically satis ed. An example is the following. This Galois connection is the basis of so-called concept lattices 4].
The Galois Correspondence
Galois' original correspondence between groups and elds has as basis a simple relation that is extended to be a pair algebra. This is explained below using the standard terminology of (Note that, ignoring the group and eld structures, the latter extension is exactly the same as the one used in the construction of concept lattices in section 3.1.)
Now the relation xes between groups, G , (ordered by the subgroup relation) of automorphisms of F that x K and intermediate elds, E , (ordered by the sub eld relation) is a pair algebra. The Galois connection obtained from the pair algebra xes is the classical \Galois correspondence" between automorphism groups and eld extensions.
Hoare Triples
Perhaps the most prominent example of a pair algebra in the computing science literature is the notion of a There is also a predicate slp(S; p) satisfying fpgSfqg slp(S; p) )q :
Combining the last two equations we thus have the Galois connection: for all predicates p and q , slp(S; p) )q p )wlp(S; q) :
The abbreviation \wlp" stands for \weakest liberal precondition" and \slp" for \strongest liberal postcondition".
Partition Pairs
Hartmanis and Stearns 8, p. 71] gave several examples of pair algebras, all of which were relations between partitions of nite sets. We describe one such example.
A machine is described by three items: its state set, its input alphabet and its state transition function. The transition function maps a state and an input symbol to a state. Given a machine, we will denote its transition function by . That is, for given state s and given input symbol a , (s;a) is the next state.
Suppose that and are partitions of the state set of a machine M . 
